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1. *¶¶¶+2348034806218¶¶¶ Welcome to the home of wealth and fame.* 

 

 

Many have seek for wealth and it’s quiet a thing of pity [+2348034806218] that some do so in wrong places
which made it doubtful of the true source and it is at this juncture that i approach you with the right source
of wealth which you have really seek for. ZERUZANDAH BROTHERHOOD OCCULT is an association of
those that has been blessed by Lord Lucifer zeruzandah the great and have decided to educate the
masses on the possible ways of acquiring the wealth, power,protection fame and every other thing you
could think of without human sacrifice. Gone are the days when human blood are required for sacrifice here
at zeruzandah Brotherhood, human blood sacrifice has been abolished because the money you are
seeking for should be used to help and sponsor your loved ones but you have to have it at the back of your
mind that there is a very great sacrifice which you must pay to pierce the heart of the spiritual world so that
you can be blessed here on human Earth and that sacrifice will be according to what zeruzandah wants you
to do which the Grandmaster of this temple will tell you when you’ve been in contact with him. Here at
zeruzandah Brotherhood we only demand some sacrificial items and some special animal blood for
sacrifice in order to please the Lord Lucifer to bless you here on Earth. If anyone from anywhere tells you
that we accept anything money from you in order for you to be initiated into this Brotherhood, inform the
TEMPLE GRANDMASTER +2348034806218 zeruzandah Brotherhood do not accept any money from you
except you are the one to fund your sacrificial items. Contact the temple Grandmaster at +2348034806218



 

Spiritual grandmaster of ZERUZANDAH BROTHERHOOD +2348034806218

 

I WANT TO JOIN SECRET OCCULT FOR MONEY RITUALS IN NIGERIA OR GHANA TO BE RICH AND
TO MAKE MONEY, WITH NO HUMAN SACRIFICE OR BLOODSHED CALL +2348034806218 FOR
YOUR BUSINESS SUCCESS TO WIN ELECTIONS TO BE FAMOUS AND POWERFUL,

 

The ZERUZANDAH Brotherhood is a spiritual fraternal society whose aims are the cultivation of Inner
Power through the study and practice of esoteric arts for the improvement of body, mind and spirit.

 

It unites its members in brotherhood and in the quest for wisdom, successful living and finding one’s
purpose in life. It has no secret agenda .While it is a deeply spiritual organization, it promote a particular
religion or belief.

 

The Brotherhood transmits an esoteric tradition spanning thousands of years, with a universal vision born in
the East and embracing the best of the West in the quest to return to the ancient and original Tao or Source
of all wisdom.

 

WELCOME TO ZERUZANDAH BROTHERHOOD,

 

The Club of the Rich and Famous; is the world oldest and largest fraternity made up of 3 Millions Members.
We are one Family under one father who is the Supreme Being. In ZERUZANDAH OCCULT Brotherhood
we believe that we were born in paradise and no member should struggle in this world. Hence all our new
members are given Money, Wealth,Fame , Power ETC.

 

Fear and anxiety has drawn so many people back to unfulfilled dreams and make their quest for wealth and
power shambled, it is thing of fact that money ritual Occult is not and can never be a sin because Occult is
still a religion despite what ever others are thinking and zeruzandah Brotherhood is here to give life to that
dead hope of acquiring your desired wealth,fame and power without human sacrifice. Contact the Spiritual



Grandmaster of ZERUZANDAH Brotherhood now at +2348034806218.

 

The wealth of this life goes to those who deserve and desire it by their decision of breaking the wicked
chain of poverty. It is actually a thing of fact that poverty is real and it’s not your fault that it exists but
however will be your fault and greatest mistake if you allow poverty to exist in your life because of fear.
Only the brave makes the move to liberate himself from humiliating nature of poverty…

 

+2348034806218

 

You can be rich, wealthy, famous etc without human blood@ZERUZANDAH BROTHERHOOD contact the
Spiritual Grandmaster now +2348034806218

 

The desire to remove the garment of poverty rest on your shoulder and I will advise you do so now by being
an initiated member of zeruzandah Brotherhood.

 

For enquires, contact the Spiritual Grandmaster now@ +2348034806218.

 

The men of the world can only see within the limit of the eye and the things of the spirit are meant for the
spirit to see. You can never be that wealthy,rich and famous without controlling the Spiritual wealth and
fame that Lucifer the Great Spiritual father offers to those who are humble to him. You have been admiring
the wealthy people around you and wish to be so wealthy or more than they do but you are yet to discover
the Secret of WEALTH. There so many things known by the rich and the wealthy which the poor don’t know
and don’t want to know because of their unnecessary fear. The secret to what you seek is to join a secret
occult society.

 

Call now for enquiries +2348034806218.

For more details, please visit https://www.ibizexpert.com/detail/2348034806218-how-to-join-occult-for-
instant-money-ritual-without-human-sacrifice-adampur-354334
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